At Sunstone Coffee Roastery, we believe the real artistry in producing the perfect bean is the right roast for each
variety. Our Master Roaster roasts every variety to the peak of its taste potential, bringing out its own distinctive
flavour characteristics. Whether it is one of our Single Origin coffees, a blend, or a decaf, our Master Roaster
brings out the best in each in each roast.

All Coffee comes in 1 lb bags and is available in ground or whole bean.

SINGLE ORIGINS
SOUTH AMERICA
❖ BRAZIL DAS ALMAS - Soft and smooth with a mild but balanced body and a very clean feel in the mouth.
❖ COLOMBIA SUPREMO - Full-bodied and medium acidity. Rich in flavour and roasted in a smooth even color.
❖ PERU “PICHANAKI” (ORGANIC) - Cup is clean, balanced, sweetish aroma, cocoa and baker’s chocolate, sweet caramel,
dried red fruit.

CENTRAL AMERICA
❖ COSTA RICA “TARRAZU” - Known for its exquisite acidity (high elevation and volcanic rich soil), nutty notes and a medium
body. World class coffee producers!!!
❖ GUATEMALA NUEVO ORIENTE - Excellent acidity, medium to full body, and rich in flavour. Spicy, bright and distinctive.
❖ MEXICAN “SIERRA MADRE DE CHIAPAS” (ORGANIC) - Grown on the border of Mexico and Guatemala, high altitude
hard bean grown in rich volcanic soil slightly sharper with a sweet body.
❖ PANAMA BOQUETE FINCA ELETA - Round and balanced in the cup. Sweetness with mild floral notes are detectable in
the aroma. The acidity is lower and flavours of Hazelnut, sweet caramel and citrus apple are present as the coffee cools.

INDONESIA
❖ SUMATRA MANDHELING (Double or Triple Picked) (ORGANIC) - Deep, rich volcanic earthy flavour, heavy full-body with
a smooth finish due to the natural low-acid profile of this coffee.

AFRICAN
❖ ETHIOPIAN YIRGACHEFFE Gr. 2 (ORGANIC) - Soft, delicate winey mocha flavour, with a citrus finish. Very low natural
caffeine content.
❖ KENYA ‘AB’ PLUS MICRO LOT (GATINA FACTORY) - The finest of the African coffees, high acidity and average body
with the dryness of some wines. It has a very distinctive aroma with a winey aftertaste.

OUR BLENDS
❖ FRENCH ROAST - Dark roasted coffees to add a little something extra. A thinner liquor in the mouth with an intense
carbony/ roasted coffee flavour.
❖ HOUSE BLEND - Complex flavours (smoky/ spicy/ winey), medium body and a sharper acidity can be detected as the
coffee cools.

❖ MOCHA – JAVA - An authentic African-Indonesian blend, with a deep full body and earthy base notes.

DECAF.
❖ COLOMBIA DECAF. KVW - Rich and darker roasted. Medium body and light acidity.
❖ ESPRESSO DECAF. - Rich flavour and very balanced with an excellent crema.

ESPRESSO
❖ SUNSTONE ESPRESSO (San. Francisco Style) - A blend of unique coffees individually roasted to maximize their cup
profile. Balanced, but rich, full bodied, and a mild hint of fruity/citrus. Thick and full crema!!!!
❖ EURO ESPRESSO - Rich and robust with an exquisite crema.
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